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Assumption:

That the purpose of institutional research is 
institutional change

This workshop explores what assists and  
prevents institutional research influencing 
change



Session Structure
• Participants’ experiences of institutional change 

triggered by IR

• Perceptions of causal factors

30 minutes

• Models of institutional change in the context of IR

15 minutes

• Case study – Explaining the Gap in Degree 
Classification

10 minutes



1. Your goals in conducting IR?

2. Were these achieved?

3. What factors do you perceive to be causal?

(15 minutes)

Generate a group list (10 minutes)



Causal factors we identified earlier

• The framework & approach of the researchers 
make all the difference:

– A sense of openness to different possibilities, lack 
of blame, genuine enquiry , are transformative

– ‘Knowing the answer beforehand’ and blaming the 
predictable suspects kills the momentum



Causal factors we identified earlier

• Research structure – who feels ownership & 
involvement

• Dissemination strategy – who learns about the 
outcomes, when and where



Causal factors we identified earlier

• Resolving ethical issues which affect the quality of 
participation & receptiveness to the results– e.g. 
informed consent in a managerial / power 
relationship?

• Institutional change capacity

– Does the institution have the resources and the inclination 
to change?

– Is there alignment with other organisational goals 
(leverage to overcome inertia)

– Timing and champions



Causal factors we identified earlier

• Discourse and community; participation 
results in discourse changes and shifts in 
understanding which underpin real change

• The importance of reification: what remains 
e.g. there must be alignment between the key 
points which emerge in discussion, and formal 
reporting



Change models

• Technical-rational

• Resource –allocation

• Diffusionist: epidemiological

• Kai Zen/ continuous quality 

• Models using complexity

• ‘Garbage can’ model (Cohen, March and 
Olson, 1972) 



Hoping for strategic change

• Align as many initiatives as possible

– To published institutional goals 

– To real institutional goals as indicated by the flow 
of resources

• Ensure champions with the capacity to pursue 
the goals of the project

• Merge the project work with people’s daily 
work as far as possible



Personal reflections & 
challenges for the future

• IR and black holes: research is discussed once 
at committee & then vanishes into a closed 
report on a shelf

• IR and the real strategy: lack of alignment 
between the real institution strategy (see 
resources, champions, structures) and the 
results and recommendations of the research



Personal reflections & 
challenges for the future

• Much IR data is provisional, partial, and its 
meaning depends on your interpretative 
framework

• Only in detective fiction is there a true, right 
answer, which has direct and proportionate 
consequences



Challenges for the future
Race, ethnicity and degree classification:  how do we translate principles of 
openness and early collaboration into a sensitive and potentially highly 
charged research area?

Task group approach is characterised by awareness of:

- Conflicting and complex interests

- A need to involve others in a discussion of how the debate 
proceeds as well as the substantive issue

- A need to engage in national and international initiatives

- ‘Quick win’ initiatives as well as long-term investment in 
building understanding and developing solutions 



Sample slide: Why is there a gap?

• Why is this question so controversial and sensitive?

• How can it be explored in ways that are constructive? 

• What is at stake for students from different backgrounds?

• What is at stake for staff members from different backgrounds?

• What can we learn from other HE institutions tackling this issue?

• And how do we ensure that there is progress…

• For Stage 1, over an 18 month period, the task group has decided to 

focus on the following strands of activity….

Explaining the gap in Degree Classification can be controversial and sensitive



Dissemination and communication of 
institutional research 

of sensitive or controversial subjects

Drawing on your own experience, what pitfalls 
do you foresee in the approach we have 
adopted?

What might we do to anticipate these?



Thank you!
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